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MONASH CENTRE
FOR ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY
The Monash Centre for Electron Microscopy (MCEM) is a
central Monash University Technology Research Platform.
It provides a world-class capability in electron microscopy
to enable researchers to solve major scientific challenges.
MCEM conducts innovative research in electron microscopy, and provides advanced
instrumentation, expertise and training to researchers from across the university,
government and industry sectors. This brochure provides a small snapshot of just
some of the resulting research impact.
MCEM has a suite of advanced instruments that can determine the composition,
structure, and bonding of materials down to the atomic scale. In 2008, MCEM
established Australia’s first ultrahigh resolution (“aberration-corrected”) microscope
capability. In 2019, MCEM will commission a pioneering new transmission electron
microscope, and further push the boundaries of materials characterisation.
Our instruments are housed in a purpose-designed building that has won awards for
engineering and architecture. The building provides exceptional mechanical, thermal,
and electromagnetic stability, delivering ultimate microscope performance.
MCEM staff and affiliates have been recruited from leading microscopy centres
around the world (Oxford, Cambridge, Cornell, Tokyo, National Institute for Materials
Science, US National Laboratories), establishing a hub of international research
expertise in electron microscopy.
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ENABLING RESEARCH

400 +

Hands-on
microscope users
each year

16

ARC Industrial
Transformation
Research Hubs

Competitive
research grants

$185m
in last 5 years

110 +

Industrial
collaborations
in last 5 years

200 +

Different fields
of research
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100 +

National and
international
collaborations
each year
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DELIVERING OUTCOMES

5.7%

180 +

Publications in the top
1% of the world for
citations (cf. 2.3% for
Go8 average) *,†

Research articles
each year

25.2%

5.0%

Publications coauthored with industry
(cf. 2.1% for Go8
average) *

Publications in the top
10% of the world for
citations (cf. 18.0% for
Go8 average) *,†

130 +

Accredited
postgraduate
courses

New microscope
users trained to
research-level
each year

13

66%

Australian Microscopy

Users “Very Satisfied”

and Microanalysis Society

26%

awards for research and
service given to MCEM

Users “Satisfied”

staff and affiliates

* Metrics calculated in Elsevier SciVal 23/10/2018 using publications from 2016.
† Field-weighted citations reported.
Photograph by Steven Morton
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Case Studies – Materials

CASE STUDIES:
MATERIALS

Image courtesy of F Burgmann. Zinc oxide nanocrystals
provided by Y Du, Tongji University.
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Case Studies - Materials - Light Alloys

ORGANISING ATOMS:
ENGINEERING ALLOYS
FOR ENERGY-EFFICIENT
TRANSPORT
Next generation transportation requires high strength,
light-weight materials to improve performance and
reduce fuel consumption, cost and carbon emissions.
Stronger and lighter alloys need to be engineered at
different length scales, right down to individual atoms.
At the MCEM, we can “zoom in” to “see” the atoms in
metal alloys with exceptional clarity to understand which
arrangements of atoms deliver maximum strength.

Reprinted from Acta Materialia, 75, Z Xu, M Weyland, and JF Nie,
On the strain accommodation of β1 precipitates in magnesium alloy
WE54, pp 122–133. Copyright (2014), with permission from Elsevier.
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Crystallographic texture cube showing grain

Bright gadolinium atoms lining the boundary between

orientations in an extruded magnesium alloy

magnesium crystals

Atoms in a nanoscale reinforcement bar

Honeycomb reinforcement of a magnesium alloy

Super-formable magnesium alloys

Revealing the atoms that
control hardness

Stronger aluminium from
interlocking nano-rebars

Learning from bees

Magnesium alloys are light but difficult

Magnesium alloys are light but traditionally

Aluminium alloys have been used for many

Just like in a beehive or reinforced

to form into different shapes at room

too soft for some structural applications.

decades in the aeronautical industry due

cardboard, the honeycomb structure

temperature. Extruding the alloy at

Atomic resolution images reveal that the

to their combination of strength and light

strengthens this commercial magnesium

temperatures close to room temperature

grain boundaries in magnesium alloys can

weight. Their main strengthening mechanism

alloy.

results in a finer microstructure and more

be reinforced by gadolinium atoms. This is

is nano-scale reinforcement bars – “rebars”.

deformation modes, giving rise to a

a new way to strengthen these materials to

Revealing the atoms at the interface of nano-

super-formable magnesium alloy.

broaden their application.

rebars in aluminium suggested a mechanism
to explain how they grow.

Reprinted from Z Zeng, JF Nie, SW Xu, CHJ Davies, and

From JF Nie, YM Zhu, JZ Liu, and XY Fang, Science,

Reprinted with permission from L Bourgeois, NV Medhekar,

Reprinted from Acta Materialia, 75, Z Xu, M Weyland, and

N Birbilis, Nature Communications, 8, p 972, (2017) under

340, pp 957–959, (2013). Reprinted with permission

AE Smith, M Weyland, JF Nie, and C Dwyer, Physical Review

JF Nie, On the strain accommodation of β1 precipitates in

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

from AAAS.

Letters, 111, p 046102. Copyright (2013) by the American

magnesium alloy WE54, pp 122–133. Copyright (2014), with

Physical Society.

permission from Elsevier.
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Case Studies - Materials - Batteries

ADVANCED
ENERGY STORAGE

Batteries of the future must be low-cost, light-weight,
durable, rechargeable and have a massively increased
capacity to store and deliver energy.
Next-generation battery materials need to possess a high energy
density that can be completely regenerated to full capacity when
recharged. Such materials will enable increased driving range for
electric cars, longer battery life for personal devices and secure
energy supplies for homes and industries.

From X Yang, C Cheng, Y Wang, L Qiu, and D Li, Science, 341,
pp 534–537, (2013). Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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Picometre shifts of atoms form a chessboard pattern –

Self-assembled graphene-based capacitors

Micro-ribbons of vanadium oxide

Highly microporous onion-like carbon

revealed with a new imaging method

Nano-chessboards as
ion conductors

Bendy capacitors

Large-surface-area electrodes

Supercapacitors that
discharge energy quickly

Lithium-rich materials with a complex crystal

Graphene in a liquid electrolyte will self-

Electrode materials need to provide a large

High-power applications require energy

structure composed of octahedral building

assemble into a dense micro-corrugated

surface area for efficient ion exchange, and

storage materials that have a large capacity

blocks are among the most promising Li-ion

stack with the same capacity for energy

to accommodate changes in volume when

and the ability to discharge quickly. Highly

conductors. A new scanning transmission

storage as traditional lead acid batteries.

ions are inserted or extracted. This scanning

microporous onion-like carbons achieve

electron microscope method developed at

However, these graphene-based

electron microscope image shows vanadium

these two goals by having pore sizes tailored

MCEM revealed that these building blocks

electrochemical capacitors are flexible,

oxide that has been chemically synthesized

to the size of the electrolyte. The large

tilt in a chessboard pattern. This study found

non-toxic, and light-weight. Here we see

to form microribbons. These materials have

accessible surface area of these carbon

that Li-ion transport is correlated with a

a scanning electron microscope image

a large surface area, and exhibit excellent

onions offers increased amounts of charge

reversible annihilation and reconstruction of

showing the individual graphene layers that

stability during cycling of the battery,

storage, and allows the charge to flow

the octahedral chessboard pattern.

make up the capacitor.

resulting in longer lasting rechargeable

readily during discharge.

batteries and less waste.

Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature

From X Yang, C Cheng, Y Wang, L Qiu, D Li, Science, 341,

Image reprinted with permission from SL Chou, JZ Wang,

Republished with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry,

Materials, Direct mapping of Li-enabled octahedral

pp 534–537, (2013). Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

JZ Sun, D Wexler, M Forsyth, HK Liu, DR MacFarlane, and

from Framework-mediated synthesis of highly microporous

tilt ordering and associated strain in nanostructured

SX Dou, Chemistry of Materials, 20, pp 7044–7051, (2008).

onion-like carbon: energy enhancement in supercapacitors without

perovskites, Y Zhu, RL Withers, L Bourgeois, C Dwyer,

Copyright (2008) American Chemical Society.

compromising power; M Shaibani, SJD Smith, PC Banerjee, K

and J Etheridge, Nature Materials, 14, pp 1142–1149.

Konstas, A Zafari, DE Lobo, M Nazari, AF Hollenkamp, MR Hill, and

COPYRIGHT (2015) Springer Nature.

M Majumder, Journal of Materials Chemistry A, 5, p 2519 (2017);
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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Case Studies - Materials - Solar Cells

LOW-COST
SOLAR CELLS

Traditional high-efficiency solar cells are made of high-purity,
highly crystalline silicon. Manufacturing this requires many costly,
high-temperature processing steps that consume lots of energy.
Researchers are developing a new generation of solar cells that
can be manufactured in a solution-based coating process or
printed on flexible surfaces, like plastic. These new solar cells
have the potential to complement silicon solar cells to provide
the world with abundant and affordable energy.

Reprinted from MU Rothmann, W Li, Y Zhu, U Bach,
L Spiccia, J Etheridge, and YB Cheng, Nature
Communications, 8, p 14547 (2017) under Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
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Twinned domains in a hybrid organic-inorganic

Electron-induced luminescence map showing phase

methyl-ammonium lead iodide solar cell material

separation at grain boundaries in an inorganic

Gold nanoparticles on a carbon support

Swirling microstructure of a phase-separated bulk
heterojunction solar cell

perovskite solar cell material

Light-harvesting
crystals from solution

Seeing the light

Light-trapping nanoparticles

Flexible solar cells

A new class of materials with a perovskite

Controlling the phase that forms during

In a plasmonic solar cell, metal nanoparticles

Solar cells can be made of an intimate blend

crystal structure have led to very high

solution-processing is critical to the

trap the light as an electromagnetic field at

of two conductive polymers. During casting,

solar cell efficiencies. A fast

performance of these solar cells. By

their surface. The nanoparticles are used as

a junction between the materials forms

deposition-crystallization method can

obtaining a map of electron-induced light

a light-harvesting element to increase solar

naturally as the two phases separate out of

be used to make high-quality perovskite

emission, the device efficiency can be

cell efficiency.

the solution. Electric charge is separated at

thin films with large grain structures of

probed at the nanometre scale. In this

this “heterojunction” during device operation.

controllable thickness.

case, an unwanted phase has segregated

Controlling the microstructure of all-polymer

at the crystal grain boundaries, reducing

blends is an important aspect of designing

the performance of the solar cell.

high-efficiency, low-cost, and flexible
organic solar cells.

Reprinted from MU Rothmann, W Li, Y Zhu, U Bach, L Spiccia,

Reprinted with permission from W Li, MU Rothmann,

Reprinted with permission from P Reineck, GP Lee,

Reprinted from KD Deshmukh, T Qin, JK Gallaher, ACY Liu,

J Etheridge, and YB Cheng, Nature Communications,

ACY Liu, Z Wang, Y Zhang, AR Pascoe, J Lu, L Jiang,

D Brick, M Karg, P Mulvaney, and U Bach, Advanced

E Gann, K O’Donnell, L Thomsen, JM Hodgkiss, SE Watkins,

8, p 14547 (2017) under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0

Y Chen, F Huang, Y Peng, Q Bao, J Etheridge, U Bach, and

Materials, 24, pp 4750–4755. © (2012) WILEY‐VCH

and CR McNeill, Energy and Environmental Science,

International License.

YB Cheng, Advanced Energy Materials, 7, p 1700946.

Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

8, pp 332–342 (2015) with permission fromThe Royal

M Xiao, F Huang, W Huang, Y Dkhissi, Ye Zhu, J Etheridge,

© (2017) WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Society of Chemistry.

A Gray-Weale, U Bach, YB Cheng, and L Spiccia, Angewandte

MU Rothmann, W Li, Y Zhu, ACY Liu, Z Ku, U Bach,

C Wang, CJ Mueller, E Gann, ACY Liu, M Thelakkat, and

Chemie, 126, pp 10056 –10061 (2014).

J Etheridge, and YB Cheng Advanced Materials,

CR McNeill, Journal of Materials Chemistry A,

30, p 1800629 (2018)

4, p 3477 (2016).
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Case Studies - Materials - Catalysts

ENABLING NEW
TECHNOLOGIES WITH
ADVANCED CATALYSTS

Catalysts provide atomic-level surface features that accelerate
chemical reactions at the molecular level. This allows catalysts to
substantially decrease the energy required for chemical processes.
Researchers are investigating new material compounds and architectures for
applications within the energy and environmental industries, such as the production
of new fuels like hydrogen and methanol, and the removal of toxic molecules like
sulphur dioxide from waste streams. Imaging the morphology of catalysts is a vital
first step in engineering optimised catalytic materials.

Reprinted M Ali, F Zhou, K Chen, C Kotzur, C Xiao, L Bourgeois,
X Zhang, and DR MacFarlane, Nature Communications, 7, p 11335,
(2016) under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
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Chemical map of gold nanoparticles (red) on the

Porous nitrogen-doped carbon foam derived from biomass

Hydrogen generation from water

Spray-dried porous catalyst supports

Catalysis driven by sunlight

Reduction of carbon dioxide

A grand challenge for chemistry

Controlling reactions

Electrochemical cells made of arrays of

The release of carbon dioxide into the

The electrochemical splitting of water

Spray-drying silica creates remarkably

silicon nanowires decorated with gold

atmosphere from human activities is the

is one of the holy grails of chemistry.

regular bioconcave microstructures.

nanoparticles can mimic the nitrogen-fixing

main culprit for global warming. Here we

Manganese and nickel oxide films

This cheap and robust material has a

processes in nature to produce ammonia

see a scanning electron microscope image

and nanoparticles are catalysts that

hierarchical internal porous structure ideal

using only sunlight. Nanostructured

of a carbon foam manufactured cheaply

facilitate the generation of hydrogen

for dispersing catalysts and controlling

electrochemical catalysts such as this can

from biomass that efficiently reduces carbon

gas from ordinary water. Scanning

chemical reactions.

provide a pathway for unassisted solar-to-

dioxide to carbon monoxide and provides a

electron microscopy has been used to

chemical energy conversion for important

much cheaper and more plentiful alternative

demonstrate how their structure achieves

applications such as conversion of carbon

to metal-based catalysts.

this remarkable feat.

Reprinted M Ali, F Zhou, K Chen, C Kotzur, C Xiao,

Reprinted from Electrochimica Acta, 245, F Li, M Xue,

Republished with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry

Reprinted from the Journal of Food Engineering, 119,

L Bourgeois, X Zhang, and DR MacFarlane, Nature

GP Knowles, L Chen, DR MacFarlane, and J Zhang,

W Liu, C Selomulya, W Duo Wu, T Gengenbach, T Williams,

Communications, 7, p 11335, (2016) under Creative

from: Anodic deposition of NiOx water oxidation catalysts

Porous nitrogen–doped carbon derived from biomass for

from macrocyclic nickel(II) complexes, A Singh, LY Chang,

and X Dong Chen, On the formation of uniform alginate-

Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 to CO, pp 561–568.

RK Hocking, U Bach, and L Spiccia, Catalysis Science and

silica microcomposites with ordered hierarchical structures,

Technology, 3, p 1725 (2013) permission conveyed through

pp 299-307. Copyright (2013), with permission

Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

from Elsevier.

surface of a silicon needle

dioxide and water splitting.

Copyright (2017), with permission from Elsevier.

RK Hocking, R Brimblecombe, LY Chang, A Singh, MH Cheah,
C Glover, WH Casey, and L Spiccia, Nature Chemistry, 3,
pp 461–466 (2011).
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Case Studies - Materials - Devices

TINY
ELECTRONIC
DEVICES

Humans’ desire for ever smaller and more powerful electronic devices
requires true atomic-scale engineering of the materials that store
and process our digital information.
Crystal ‘defects’ composed of a handful of atoms can either destroy or enhance
the function of these devices. Engineering at this scale is challenging!
“Aberration correctors” are like spectacles for an electron microscope, allowing
them to image atoms with unprecedented clarity. In 2008, MCEM installed
one of the world’s first double aberration-corrected microscopes. Coupled
with specialist expertise and a stable environment, it is revealing the atoms
controlling device performance.

Reprinted from M Arredondo, M Weyland, M Hambe, QM Ramasse,
P Munroe, and V Nagarajan, Journal of Applied Physics, 109,
p 084101 (2011), with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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Nickel oxide nano-islands imaged using cross-sectional

Chemical map using new methods

Strain mapping at the atomic scale

Spectroscopy at the nano scale

Fast, high-density data storage

Quantum wells a font of light

Losing your memory
- defects in devices

Local chemistry of defects

Nickel oxide nano-islands can undergo

The brilliance of tiny lasers built from

From a mathematical analysis of

The sensitivity of electron energy-loss

rapid, resistive switching and are good

nanowires depends on the distribution of

atomic resolution images, we can map

spectroscopy can reveal chemical elements

candidates for storing our data in the next-

atomic elements. New imaging methods

the displacement of atoms from their

and how they are bonded in small volumes.

generation, high-density, random-access

developed at MCEM reveal the quantum well

equilibrium positions to reveal strain

Here, spectra uncover the local chemical

memories.

structure that controls performance in an

fields around crystal lattice defects. Such

environment around the dislocation cores

AlGaAs nanowire.

nanoscale strain mapping in this novel

that influences the device performance.

transmission electron microscopy

magneto-electric memory device reveals
a defect that could cause leakage current
and failure in this device.

Reprinted from X Cheng, J Sullaphen, M Weyland, H Liu,

Reprinted from H Kauko, CL Zheng, Y Zhu, S Glanvill, C Dwyer,

Reprinted from M Arredondo, M Weyland, M Hambe,

Reprinted with permission from M Arredondo, QM Ramasse,

and N Valanoor, Applied Physics Letters Materials, 2,

AM Munshi, BO Fimland, ATJ van Helvoort, and J Etheridge,

QM Ramasse, P Munroe, and V Nagarajan, Journal of Applied

M Weyland, R Mahjoub, I Vrejoiu, D Hesse, ND Browning,

p 032109 (2014) under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0

Applied Physics Letters, 103, p 232111 (2013), with the

Physics, 109, p 084101 (2011), with the permission of

M Alexe, P Munroe, and V Nagarajan, Advanced Materials,

International License.

permission of AIP Publishing.

AIP Publishing.

22, pp 2430–2434 (2010) © (2010) WILEY‐VCH Verlag

T Shi, HE Jackson, LM Smith, N Jiang, Q Gao, HH Tan,
C Jagadish, CL Zheng, and J Etheridge, Nano Letters 15,
pp 1876–1882 (2015).
B Badada, T Shi, H Jackson, L Smith, CL Zheng, J Etheridge,
Q Gao, HH Tan, and C Jagadish, Nano Letters, 15,
pp 7847–7852 (2015).

GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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Case Studies - Materials - Minerals

UNDERSTANDING
EARTH’S VISITORS

Electron microscopy reveals the complex mineral structure of
rocks formed in the most extreme environments on Earth and
meteorites that have landed here after travelling for eons.
This microscopy offers us a glimpse into the origin of different geological
specimens whose formation and history are inscribed in their structures and
mineral composition.

Image courtesy of AG Tomkins.
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Backscattered electron imaging in a scanning electron

Impact events recorded in melt pockets in an

A fossil micrometeorite reveals the conditions of Earth’s

Bright thallium iodide grains formed in vapour

microscope shows contrast from mineral phases with

ordinary chondrite meteorite

atmosphere many billions of years ago

bubbles in rapidly cooled magma

different compositions

Meteorite classification
from microstructure

Cosmic clashes – the biography
of a meteorite

Earth’s ancient atmosphere

Crystals born in extreme
environments

This backscattered electron image of a

The record of events undergone by a

Cosmic spherules are meteorites that melt

Volcanoes provide some of the most complex

polished section of a meteorite shows

meteorite is inscribed in the structure of

fully during atmospheric entry. The oxidised

geochemistry on Earth and have been

the microstructure of silicates and metal

its minerals. Here we see melt pockets in

dendritic shells of these fossil spherules

dubbed nature’s refineries. Here, volatile

inclusions. Electron microscopy plays a

an ordinary chondrite, the most numerous

taken from limestone in the Pilbara region

thallium and iodine have been trapped in

pivotal role in illuminating mineralogy that

of meteorites, evidence of high-energy

were studied in a scanning electron

vapour bubbles inside a sulfur/arsenic rich

can be used to classify the roughly 80,000

impacts between the parent asteroid and

microscope. The thickness of the oxide

magma. During rapid cooling, a new crystal

meteorites (>10 g) that impact Earth

planetesimals.

layer (a mineral called “Wustite”) shows

phase has formed. This new mineral phase,

that the Earth’s upper atmosphere in the

nataliyamalikite, was identified using a

Archean period (3.9–2.5 billion years ago)

combination of focussed ion beam milling to

contained comparable oxygen to present-

extract a specimen for single-crystal x-ray

day conditions.

analysis, and energy dispersive x-ray analysis

each year.

and electron backscatter diffraction in the
scanning electron microscope.
Reprinted from Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta,

Reprinted from Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta, 100,

Image courtesy of AG Tomkins.

Image courtesy of J Brugger and B Etschmann.

134, AW Tait, AG Tomkins, BM Godel, SA Wilson, and

AG Tomkins RF Weinberg, BF Schaefer, and A Langendam,

AG Tomkins, L Bowlt, M Genge, S Wilson, HE Brand, and

V Okrugin, M Favero, ACY Liu, B Etschmann,

P Hasalova, Investigation of the H7 ordinary chondrite,

Disequilibrium melting and melt migration driven by impacts:

JL Wykes, Nature, 533, pp 235–238 (2016).

E Plutachina, S Mills, AG Tomkins, M Lukasheva,

Watson 012: Implications for recognition and classification

Implications for rapid planetesimal core formation, pp 41–59.

V Kozlov, S Moskaleva, M Chubarov, and J Brugger,

of Type 7 meteorites, pp 175–196. Copyright (2014), with

Copyright (2013), with permission from Elsevier.

American Mineralogist, 102, pp 1736–1746 (2017).

permission from Elsevier.
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Case Studies - Materials - Smart Therapeutics

SMART SENSORS,
DRUG DELIVERY,
AND THERAPEUTICS

Nanostructures with controllable size, shape, and atomic structure
have properties that can be tailored to myriad applications.
Ultrasensitive sensors are able to detect single molecules. The
resonant frequency of gold nanorods can be tuned to enable highly
targeted drug delivery and localised photothermal treatments of
tumours. Understanding the intricate relationship between the
material’s nanostructure and optical properties is essential for the
development of these new technologies.

Republished with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry,
from: Controlled morphogenesis and self-assembly of bismutite
nanocrystals into three-dimensional nanostructures and their
applications, X Zhang, Y Zheng, DG McCulloch, LY Yeo,
JR Friend, and DR MacFarlane, Journal of Materials Chemistry A,
2, p 2275 (2014), permission conveyed through
Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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Scanning electron microscope image of bismutite

Highly-oriented metal-organic framework crystal grown

crystal rosettes

in solution

A chain of nanodiamonds

Facetted zeolite nanoparticles

A sensitive rose-garden

Crystal trees

Biocompatible messengers

Open framework materials

Bismutite crystals, under the right

Metal-organic framework materials are

Nanodiamond is biocompatible and has

Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks have high

conditions, will grow into complex three-

crystals that have large open areas and

excellent optical and chemical properties

chemical and thermal stability and an

dimensional rosette nanostructures as

accessible pores for sensing and drug

for biolabelling and drug delivery. In this

extremely open molecular framework that

seen in the scanning electron micrograph

delivery. In this image, we see highly-oriented

atomic resolution transmission electron

can be used as a scaffold for drug delivery

above. These large surface area rosettes

crystals of a copper-based metal organic

microscope image, we see how the

and sensing applications. In this scanning

can be used for the ultrasensitive

framework grown in a solution. Arrays of

electrostatic charging of certain crystal

electron microscope image, we see the

detection of particular molecules.

these crystals can be fabricated on a large

facets connects the nanodiamonds

growth of prominent facets and crystallite

scale, and show excellent sensing and

together along certain directions to form a

size distribution.

optical switching properties.

lovely chain.

Republished with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry,

Image courtesy of T Williams.

Reproduced from LY Chang, E Osawa and AS Barnard,

Reprinted from Microporous and Mesoporous Materials,

from: Controlled morphogenesis and self-assembly of bismutite

P Falcaro, K Okada, T Hara, K Ikigaki, Y Tokudome,

Nanoscale, 3, p 958 (2011) with permission from The

184, M He, J Yao, Q Liu, K Wang, F Chen, and H Wang,

nanocrystals into three-dimensional nanostructures and their

AW Thornton, AJ Hill, T Williams, C Doonan, and

Royal Society of Chemistry.

Facile synthesis of zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 from a

applications, X Zhang, Y Zheng, DG McCulloch, LY Yeo,

M Takahashi, Nature Materials, 16, pp 342–349 (2017).

concentrated aqueous solution, pp 55–60. Copyright (2014),

JR Friend, and DR MacFarlane, Journal of Materials

with permission from Elsevier.

Chemistry A, 2, p 2275 (2014), permission conveyed

M He, J Yao, Q Liu, Z Zhong, and H Wang,

through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Dalton Transactions, 42, p 16608 (2013)
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Case Studies - Materials - New Energy Materials

MATERIALS FOR
A NEW ENERGY
ECONOMY

The pressing need for clean and sustainable fuel sources
is driving a shift to a new energy economy.
Wide-scale adoption of clean energy technologies will not be possible
without the development of new materials. Engineering these materials
requires us to understand their precise structure, a challenge met by
electron microscopy.

Reprinted from Y Liang, J Wei, YX Hu, XF Chen, J Zhang,
XY Zhang, SP Jiang, SW Tao, and HT Wang, Nanoscale,
9, p 5323 (2017) under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
International License.
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Atoms in a platinum-ruthenium nanoparticle catalyst

Hollow carbon polyhedra functionalised with

Carbon microspheres created by spray drying

Nanocrystal formation in ion-irradiated garnets

Locking away high-level nuclear
waste in natural crystals

cobalt and nitrogen (green)

Nanoparticles for the
hydrogen fuel cycle

Nano-storage cells

Highly regular spheres
from spray drying

Platinum-ruthenium nanoparticles are

Hollow polydopamine shells can be created

A combination of jet spray drying and

The garnet crystal structure can contain

effective catalysts for use as methanol

and functionalised with metal and nitrogen

evaporation-induced self-assembly

many varied atomic species, including

oxidizers in hydrogen fuel cells. The size,

in a single step through templating on

enables fast synthesis and processing

unstable nuclides such as uranium and

distribution, and precise configuration of

other nanoparticles. The hollow particles

of ordered carbon microspheres for

thorium, making them good candidates for

surface atoms, seen here in an atomic-

are ideal for many applications in the new

applications in energy storage and

safe immobilisation of high-level nuclear

resolution electron microscope image, are

energy economy, such as energy conversion

conversion.

waste. The distribution of elements in this

important parameters that influence the

and storage, catalysis, adsorption, and

garnet was mapped using electron energy-

performance of the catalyst, and therefore

separation.

loss spectroscopy. Nanocrystals were
found to grow during irradiation, a structural

the overall economic viability of the fuel cell.

modification that is not desirable for waste
immobilisation materials.

Reprinted with permission from R Hocking, LY Chang,

Reprinted from Y Liang, J Wei, YX Hu, XF Chen, J Zhang,

Reprinted with permission from Z Wu, WD Wu, W Liu,

Reprinted from Journal of Nuclear Materials, 462, KR Whittle,

D MacFarlane, and L Spiccia, Australian Journal of Chemistry,

XY Zhang, SP Jiang, SW Tao, and HT Wang, Nanoscale,

C Selomulya, XD Chen, and D Zhao, Angewandte

MG Blackford, KL Smith, NJ Zaluzec, M Weyland, and

65, pp 608–614 (2012).

9, p 5323 (2017) under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0

Chemie, 52, pp 13764–13768. © (2013) WILEY‐VCH

GR Lumpkin, Radiation effects in Zr and Hf containing garnets,

International License.

Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

pp 508–513. Copyright (2015), with permission from Elsevier.
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Case Studies - Materials - Corrosion

FIGHTING
CORROSION

Corrosion is one of the major factors limiting
the sustainability, strength, and longevity of
many metal-based structures.
The next generation of aircrafts, bridges, pipelines, and
other civil structures must be able to mitigate corrosion.
Understanding corrosion at the atomic scale enables the
systematic development of more durable materials that can
withstand the most extreme environments.

Reprinted from Corrosion Science, 113, N Birbilis, YM Zhu,
SK Kairy, MA Glenn, JF Nie, AJ Morton, Y Gonzalez-Garcia,
H Terryn, JMC Mol, and AE Hughes, A closer look at
constituent induced localised corrosion in Al-Cu-Mg alloys,
pp 160–171. Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.
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Preferential anodic reactions in a magnesium

Microstructure of “stainless” magnesium

Arrangement of atoms in a complex aluminium alloy

Protective silicon surface precipitates

Nanoprecipitates suffer
corrosion first

“Stainless” magnesium

Complex structures show
complex corrosion behaviour

Protective floral surfaces

Aluminium-copper-magnesium and

New “stainless” magnesium alloys

Understanding the structure of

Surface engineering through thermal

aluminium-copper-magnesium-silicon

developed at Monash University have

compositionally complex aluminium alloys

treatment forms flower-shaped protective

alloys possess high strength and

a complex intermetallic structure. The

that have many intermetallic phases is a

silicon precipitates on the surface of

formability but often suffer from poor

composition of these alloys has a direct

necessary first step to gaining insight into

aluminium-silicon-based engineering alloys.

corrosion resistance. Corrosion may be

effect on corrosion rates.

how they corrode.

Image courtesy of SK Kairy.

Reprinted from Corrosion Science, 51, N Birbilis,

Reprinted from Corrosion Science, 113, N Birbilis, YM Zhu,

Reprinted from Acta Materialia, 81, Y Chen, XY Fang,

SK Kairy, PA Rometsch, CHJ Davies, and N. Birbilis,

MA Easton, AD Sudholz, SM Zhu, and MA Gibson, On the

SK Kairy, MA Glenn, JF Nie, AJ Morton, Y Gonzalez-Garcia,

Y Brechet, and CR Hutchinson, Surface precipitation on

Corrosion, 73, pp 87–99 (2017).

corrosion of binary magnesium-rare earth alloys, pp 683–689.

H Terryn, JMC Mol, and AE Hughes, A closer look at

engineering alloys, pp 291–303. Copyright (2014),

KD Ralston, N Birbils, M Weyland, and CR Hutchinson,

Copyright (2009), with permission from Elsevier.

constituent induced localised corrosion in Al-Cu-Mg alloys,

with permission from Elsevier.

nanoprecipitate (blue) seen in an aluminium alloy

mitigated through precise control of the
size, composition and atomic structure
of nanoprecipitates within an alloy.

Acta Materialia, 58, pp 5941–5948 (2010).

pp 160–171. Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier.
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Case Studies - Materials - Nano-lenses

NANO-LENSES

Visible light is a wave. In an optical microscope, the waves
that pass through the centre of a lens interfere with the
waves that pass through the edge.
The constructive and destructive interference from the addition of the waves’
peaks and troughs make a concentric ring pattern that defines the size of the
beam downstream from the lens. Using conventional optics, we can therefore only
focus visible light down to a spot size limited by the diameter of the lens, a problem
known as the “diffraction limit”. Metal nanostructures help us get past this limit,
because light can be trapped and propagate on the surface of metals as plasmons.
Metal nanostructures confine and focus light to below the “diffraction limit”,
heralding a new era of nano-optical plasmonic devices.

Reprinted with permission from K Liu, Y Bu, Y Zheng,
X Jiang, A Yu, and H Wang, Chemistry – a European
Journal, 23, pp 3291–3299 © (2017) WILEY‐VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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Atoms in a gold nanorod shortly after conception

A raft of gold nanoparticles

Surface plasmon resonances in a facetted

Cathodoluminescence probes plasmon modes

octahedral void in aluminium

in a gold nanoparticle trimerparticle trimer.

Emergence of symmetry

Coupling tiny resonators

Anti-nanoparticles trapping light

Focussing light with
multi-nanoparticle systems

When a crystal grows in solution, what

Gold nanoparticles can be connected

Localised surface plasmon resonances

The electric field from a focussed

controls its shape? Understanding how

by ligands to form strong free-standing

can be formed on the internal surfaces of

electron beam in a scanning electron

to grow metal nanoparticles in solution

monolayered superlattices. The plasmon

voids in metals, which are the complement

microscope can excite plasmons in metal

and control their shape is key to exploiting

waves in the nanoparticles sense each

to metal nanoparticles. Here we see three

nanostructures and result in light emission,

their special optical properties. By imaging

other and couple together to give a

distinct surface plasmon resonances

a process known as cathodoluminescence.

the arrangement of atoms during the first

unique optical response.

on the faces, edges, and corners of

In this trimer system composed of

moments of growth, Monash researchers

octahedral voids in aluminium imaged

gold nanoparticles linked by DNA,

have captured the moment when gold

using hyperspectral electron energy-loss

cathodoluminescence was used to map

crystals decide to grow into a specific shape.

spectroscopy. These resonances are in

the plasmon mode locations and energies,

the extreme ultraviolet range, well beyond

and to confirm that this structure can be

those found in metal nanoparticles.

used to create “hot spots” that will allow
solar cells to absorb light more efficiently.

Reprinted with permission from MJ Walsh, W Tong,

Reprinted with permission from Y Chen, J Fu, KC Ng,

Reprinted with permission from Y Zhu, PNH Nakashima,

Reprinted with permission from JA Lloyd, SH Ng, ACY Liu,

H Katz-Boon, P Mulvaney, J Etheridge, and AM Funston,

Y Tang, and W Cheng, Crystal Growth and Design, 11,

AM Funston, L Bourgeois, and J Etheridge, ACS Nano, 11,

Y Zhu, W Chao, T Coenen, J Etheridge, DE Gómez, and

Accounts of Chemical Research, 50, pp 2925–2935.

pp 4742–4746. Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.

pp 11383–11392. Copyright (2017) American

U Bach, ACS Nano, 11, pp 1604–1612. Copyright (2017)

Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.

K Liu, Y Bu, Y Zheng, X Jiang, A Yu, and H Wang, Chemistry –

Chemical Society.

American Chemical Society.

MJ Walsh, SJ Barrow, W Tong, AM Funston, and J Etheridge,

a European Journal, 23, pp 3291–3299 (2017).

ACS Nano, 9, pp 715–724 (2015).
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Case Studies – Materials

BIO-, BIO-COMPATIBLE,
AND BIO-INSPIRED
MATERIALS

Natural materials often possess complex hierarchical
structures that give rise to superlative properties.
Engineers mimic these structures for use in a multitude of
applications, including advanced therapeutics such as
scaffolds to support cell and bone repair and growth.

Reprinted from AV Podolskiy, HP Ng, IA Psaruk, ED Tabachnikova,
and R Lapovok, IOP Conference Series: Materials Science
and Engineering, 63, p 012071 (2014) under Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 International License.
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Tough compressible graphene elastomers

Polymer scaffolds

Texture map of fine-grained, bio-compatible titanium

Rat’s whisker cross-sectioned with a focused ion beam

Super-elastic graphene foams

Support for cell growth

Metals for bionic body parts

Sensing like rats

Elasticity, or the ability to bounce back

Flexible non-toxic polymer webbing can be

Titanium alloys are strong, light, and

The animal world provides much inspiration

after compression, is a difficult property to

used as a scaffold to grow and deliver cells

extremely biocompatible, making them

for development of biomaterials. Rat

engineer. Monash University scientists have

to soft organs for regeneration.

ideal materials for implants. Researchers

whiskers resonate at certain frequencies,

created graphene elastomers that mimic the

at Monash University have revealed how

allowing the animals to hear sounds

hierarchical structure of natural cork. These

the microstructure of the crystal grains

and distinguish between textures and

materials maintain structural integrity even

affects the strength of the material, and how

distances to navigate the world. The

when compressed multiple times to one fifth

these properties can be optimised for bio-

composition and heterogeneity of a rat’s

of their original thickness.

applications.

whisker was investigated using focussed
ion beam sectioning and scanning electron
microscopy, solving the riddle of how
biomechanics makes this the ideal sensor.

Image courtesy of L Qiu.

Reprinted from B Xu, B Rollo, LA Stamp, D Zhang,

Reprinted from AV Podolskiy, HP Ng, IA Psaruk,

Reprinted from Acta Biomaterialia, 21, VR Adineh, B Liu,

L Qiu, JZ Liu, SLY Chang, Y Wu, and D Li, Nature

XY Fang, DF Newgreen, and Q Chen, Biomaterials, 34,

ED Tabachnikova, and R Lapovok, IOP Conference Series:

R Rajan, W Yan, and J Fu, Multidimensional characterisation

Communications, 3, p 1241, (2012).

pp 6306–6317 (2013) under Creative Commons

Materials Science and Engineering, 63, p 012071 (2014)

of biomechanical structures by combining atomic force

Attribution 3.0 International License.

under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 International License.

microscopy and focused ion beam: A study of the rat whisker,

HP Ng, C Haase, R Lapovok, and Y Estrin, Materials Science

pp 132–141. Copyright (2015) with permission from Elsevier.

& Engineering A, 565, pp 396–404 (2013).
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Case Study – Methods

CASE STUDIES:
METHODS

Image courtesy of M Weyland.
3D segmented surface rendering showing
microstructure of an aluminium alloy.

platforms.monash.edu/mcem
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Case studies - Method - 3D

SEEING
IN 3D

Materials are three-dimensional but imaging techniques
often render them two-dimensional, so that crucial
information about how they function can be lost.
The missing third dimension can be accessed using special
techniques being developed at MCEM, such as tomographic
reconstruction from an image rotation series or serial sectioning.

Reprinted with permission from A Al-Abboodi, J Fu,
PM Doran, and PPY Chan, Biotechnology and Bioengineering,
110, pp 318–326. © (2013) WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim.
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Section through a 3D rendering of a porous polymer fibre

Segmented surface rendering of precipitate phases in

Surface rendering of a gold nanoparticle

Serial sectioning and reconstruction of the structure of

an aluminium alloy

showing its surface facets

a porous hydrogel shows where cells reside

Hollow fibre straws
for gas separation

Two tomographies
better than one

Tomography at high
resolution

Porous hydrogel
scaffold for cell growth

Ultrafine polysulfone hollow fibre membranes

Atom probe tomography and electron

The ultra-high resolution of electron

A focussed ion beam can be used to

are efficient gas separators. Understanding

tomography can be combined to get the

tomography reveals the complex surface

serially slice a specimen and reveal the

the three-dimensional hierarchical and

full picture on how the microstructure of a

faceting of this gold nanorod, helping us

interconnected network of pores in a

porous structure through tomography closes

metal alloy gives it strength.

to tailor the growth of these chemically

hydrogel to discover where cells prefer to

the feedback loop on how to engineer

synthesized nanoparticles for sensing and

reside in this bio-compatible scaffold.

more efficient fibres for carbon dioxide

drug delivery applications.

removal and storage. In this case, a series
of phase contrast x-ray images at different
rotations was used to reconstruct the threedimensional structure.

Reprinted from Journal of Membrane Science, 421,

X Xiong and M Weyland, Microstructural Characterization

Reprinted with permission from H Katz-Boon, CJ Rossouw,

Reprinted with permission from A Al-Abboodi, J Fu,

J Yao, K Wang, M Ren, JZ Liu, and H Wang, Phase

of an Al-Li-Mg-Cu Alloy by Correlative Electron

M Weyland, AM Funston, P Mulvaney, and J Etheridge,

PM Doran, and PPY Chan, Biotechnology and

inversion spinning of ultrafine hollow fiber membranes

Tomography and Atom Probe Tomography, Microscopy

Nano Letters, 11, pp 273–278. Copyright (2011) American

Bioengineering, 110, pp 318–326. © (2013) WILEY‐VCH

through a single orifice spinneret, pp 8–14. Copyright

and Microanalysis, 20, pp 1022–1028, (2014),

Chemical Society.

Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

(2012), with permission from Elsevier.

doi:10.1017/S1431927614000798, with permission from
Cambridge University Press.
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Case Studies - Method - Emergent Microscopies

EMERGENT
MICROSCOPIES

Researchers at the MCEM
are developing new and more
powerful electron microscopy
methods to further our
understanding of material
structures down to the
atomic scale.

Reprinted figure with permission from TC Petersen,
M Weyland, DM Paganin, TP Simula, SA Eastwood, and
MJ Morgan, Physical Review Letters, 110, p 033901.
Copyright (2013) by the American Physical Society.
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Ptychographic reconstruction of structures at the

Schema for off-axis scanning confocal electron

atomic scale

microscopy

A Bessel electron beam as it propagates

Phase of an electron vortex beam showing singularities

Beating the resolution limit

Imaging energy losses

A beam that never spreads

Electron vortex beams made
using aberration correctors

“Ptychography” comes from the Greek

Off-axis scanning confocal transmission

According to Heisenberg’s principle,

Electron beams are wavefields and can

word for “fold” – in this technique,

electron microscopy splits the electron

electrons have a wave and particle nature.

be inscribed with vortices – areas where

diffracted beams are folded into each other.

beam into components that have undergone

Waves oscillate in space and time. The

the electron phase (point in the cycle of a

Interference between these folded beams

different energy losses in the material,

point at which the wave is in its cycle is a

waveform) spirals around a singular point as

reveals how far each beam has travelled

allowing fast energy-resolved imaging with

property known as the phase. Magnetic

the electron travels down the microscope

due to being deflected by the atoms in

no spectrometer. Variations in the energy

nanostructures can be employed to shape

column. At the MCEM, vortex beams were

the material, allowing the structure to be

loss of the electron beam in the material

the phase of an electron beam in space

created using aberration correctors, and the

reconstructed at a resolution better than in

shows how the local chemistry varies at the

and create boutique beams for different

phase of these wavefields was reconstructed

conventional imaging, permitting “super-

nanoscale.

applications. In this case, a Bessel beam

using phase retrieval techniques. These

has been created, which does not spread

vortex beams have a “handedness” (right

out as it propagates and has the amazing

or left, depending on direction) that can be

ability to ‘self-heal’ if obstructed.

used as a new and very local probe of the

resolution” imaging.

“handedness” of materials such as magnetic
circular dichroic crystals.
Reprinted figure with permission from CT Putkunz,

Reprinted figure with permission from C Zheng, Y Zhu,

Reprinted figure with permission from C Zheng,

Reprinted figure with permission from TC Petersen,

AJ D’Alfonso, AJ Morgan, M Weyland, C Dwyer, L Bourgeois,

S Lazar, and J Etheridge, Physical Review Letters, 112,

TC Petersen, H Kirmse, W Neumann, MJ Morgan, and

M Weyland, DM Paganin, TP Simula, SA Eastwood, and

J Etheridge, A Roberts, RE Scholten, KA Nugent, and LJ Allen,

p 166101. Copyright (2014) by the American

J Etheridge, Physical Review Letters, 119, p 174801.

MJ Morgan, Physical Review Letters, 110, p 033901.

Physical Review Letters, 108, p 073901. Copyright (2012) by

Physical Society.

Copyright (2017) by the American Physical Society.

Copyright (2013) by the American Physical Society.

the American Physical Society.
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Case Studies - Method - Structure Determination

NEW METHODS
FOR DETERMINING
ATOMIC STRUCTURE
AND BONDING
The properties of a material depend on the type and arrangement of atoms within
it. To understand and engineer the properties of a material, we need to determine
its atomic structure. MCEM researchers and affiliates are developing new and more
powerful methods for determining atomic structure and bonding using electrons.
Diffraction is the phenomenon where waves scatter from an object and then interfere to form
a pattern of peaks and troughs that encodes the structure of the object. Since the pioneering
x-ray work of von Laue and Bragg early last century, diffraction has been employed routinely to
determine the atomic structure of materials. We can use x-rays, neutrons, and electrons for this
purpose, since they all possess wave-like properties and are diffracted by the atoms in materials.
Electrons are special - they possess charge. This means they scatter very strongly from atoms
and can be focussed by electromagnetic lenses to a point much smaller than an atom. These tiny
electron beams can probe structure in very localised regions of a specimen. This makes electron
diffraction-based techniques ideal for studying materials that only exist in small volumes, or for
understanding how structure varies across very small length scales.

From PNH Nakashima, AE Smith, J Etheridge, and
BC Muddle, Science, 331, pp 1583–1586 (2011).
Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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An electron diffraction pattern formed with a

Structure of alumina determined from the direct

Nanobeam electron diffraction reveals the symmetries of

converged probe

observation of phase

local structures in glasses

Atomic glue – seeing the
bonds between atoms

Structure determination
– by inspection

Traces of order in disorder

Length scales of order
from mapping

Electron beams are charged. This makes

Simple observation of fine structure in

Glasses have disordered atomic

Using new electron microscopy methods

electron diffraction patterns extremely

convergent beam electron diffraction

arrangements that have proved elusive to

developed at the MCEM, we can map the

sensitive to the charged electrons that bond

patterns reveals the parameters that

determine through conventional diffraction.

length scale of any atomic order in glasses.

atoms together within a material.

specify the position of atoms in a material

Electron diffraction using a converged

This order determines the properties of the

As a result, the fine structure within

(the “structure factor phases”).

electron probe can help us look at the

glass – for example, how brittle it will be, or

electron diffraction pattern can be decoded

This technique does not require any formal

symmetries of individual nearest-neighbour

how easily it will form in the first place.

to measure the distribution of bonding

measurements, only visual inspection of

clusters in glass to understand the

electrons in the crystal. Researchers at

pattern features. It can determine crystal

short-range order.

Monash have pushed the precision of this

structures at the same precision but with

method, enabling them to measure the

far fewer measurements than required for

subtle chemical bonding in aluminium and

conventional x-ray diffraction techniques.

solve an 80-year old conundrum.

Mapping subtle correlations in glasses

Image courtesy of ACY Liu.
ACY Liu, MJ Neish,G Stokol, GA Buckley, LA Smillie,
MD de Jonge, RT Ott, MJ Kramer, and L Bourgeois,
Physical Review Letters, 110, p 205505, (2013).
ACY Liu, RF Tabor, L Bourgeois, MD de Jonge, ST Mudie, and

From PNH Nakashima, AE Smith, J Etheridge, and BC Muddle,

Reprinted with permission from PNH Nakashima,

TC Petersen, Physical Review Letters, 116, p 205501 (2016).

Reproduced with permission from ACY Liu, GR Lumpkin,

Science, 331, pp 1583–1586 (2011). Reprinted with permission

AF Moodie, and J Etheridge, Proceedings of the National

ACY Liu, RF Tabor, L Bourgeois, MD de Jonge, ST Mudie, and

TC Petersen, J Etheridge, and L Bourgeois, Acta

from AAAS.

Academy of Science, 110, pp 14144–14149 (2013).

TC Petersen, Proceedings of the National Academy

Crystallographica A, 71, pp 473–482 (2015).

PNH Nakashima, Physical Review Letters, 99, p 125506 (2007).

of Science, 114, pp 10344–10349 (2017).
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Case Studies - Method - Atomic-Level Quantification

COUNTING ATOMS:
INSIDE THE
WONDERLAND OF
NANOMEASUREMENT
MCEM’s powerful aberration-corrected microscope, shielded
in its ultrastable environment, can generate images of
exceptional beauty and fidelity, imaging atoms with a
resolution much better than a tenth of a nanometre.
However, interpreting these images to provide high resolution information
about a material requires special analysis. MCEM researchers have
developed methods to extract maximum information from these images.
Through theoretical developments and precise calibrations, we can now
use the contrast in images to count atoms in a column with single-atom
precision, allowing much better understanding of material structures.

Reprinted with permission from H Katz-Boon, M Walsh,
C Dwyer, P Mulvaney, AM Funston, and J Etheridge,
Nano Letters, 15, pp 1635–1641. Copyright (2015)
American Chemical Society.
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The electron distribution depends on source shape

Measurement of electron intensity distributions

Simulated (overlaid in centre) and experimental intensity in

Maps of atomic movement constructed from counting atoms

an image of LaB6 crystal

Starting at the source

Understanding
beam–specimen interactions

Quantitative matching
of image intensity

A gold nanoparticle in the spotlight

Which atoms in a material will ‘see’ the

In aberration-corrected microscopes,

Once all instrument parameters such as

Every atom in this gold nanorod has been

electron beam? This depends in part on

electrons can be focussed to form a tiny

source and detector function have been

counted by analysing the nanorod image

the shape, as well as size, of the ‘effective

probe smaller than an atom. It is critical to

measured, and the electron-specimen

quantitatively. Consecutive images and

electron source’ (also known as the spatial

understand exactly how these tiny probes

interaction and imaging process has

counting of atoms show that this atomic-

coherence function.) The scattered electron

scatter from the atoms within the specimen,

been modelled, the image contrast can

scale world is not stationary but that there

intensity distribution in a material depends

so we can understand exactly which atoms

be quantified on an atomic scale. Here

is movement of atoms on the surface.

sensitively on this shape, as shown from

contribute information to the final image. In

we see the image contrast matched to

How much the atoms move depends on

these calculations. Determining the source

this paper, a special experiment was devised

the experimental contrast with no free

which facet they lie on. More movement

shape is the first vital step to understanding

to image directly the distribution of scattered

parameters, a considerable achievement.

on a given facet suggests the atoms are

image contrast. MCEM researchers have

electrons within the crystal. Understanding

less tightly bonded to that facet. The most

developed methods to measure the source

these electron-specimen interactions is the

stable surface facets at this nanoscale

shape and other probe parameters critical

next important step toward the quantitative

were found to be very different to those in

for image interpretation.

interpretation of atomic resolution images in

our macroscopic world.

Reprinted from Ultramicroscopy, 146, DT Nguyen, SD Findlay,

aberration-corrected microscopes.

and J Etheridge, The spatial coherence function in scanning
transmission electron microscopy and spectroscopy, pp 6–16.
Copyright (2014), with permission from Elsevier.

Reprinted figure with permission from J Etheridge,

Reprinted from C Dwyer, C Maunders, CL Zheng, M Weyland,

Reprinted with permission from H Katz-Boon, M Walsh,

C Maunders, C Dwyer, TJ Tiemeijer, and J Etheridge,

S Lazar, C Dwyer, and GA Botton, Physical Review

PC Tiemeijer, and J Etheridge, Applied Physics Letters, 100,

C Dwyer, P Mulvaney, AM Funston, and J Etheridge,

Ultramicroscopy,111, pp 1437‐1446 (2011).

Letters, 106, p 160802. Copyright (2011) by the

p 191915 (2012), with the permission of AIP Publishing.

Nano Letters, 15, pp 1635–1641. Copyright (2015)

CL Zheng and J Etheridge, Ultramicroscopy,

American Physical Society.

125, pp 49–58 (2013).

American Chemical Society.
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Image courtesy of Z Zhang.
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